Evaluation of Lyme Disease in a Health Worker, and Review of the Literature
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Abstract
Lyme disease (LD) is a multisystemic zoonotic infection disease that occurs in the consequence of contamination of Borrelia type of spirochetes that ticks carry after they have bitten. Typical clinic findings are on the skin and in joints. In this paper, the study on heavy joint pain having suddenly been added to the profile and on limitation of movement, and the process of getting the diagnosis of LD were probed in the patient with lesions on her skin that occurred three months ago. The case not having reported a history of being bitten by ticks and who was a health professional was female patient of 41 years of age. In her examination, a large number of lesions similar to fly bites were seen on the skin in the periphery of extremities, and the patient, whose routine hematologic and biochemical examinations were within normal limits, was determined to be Borrelia IgM positive and Borrelia IgG negative in the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) tests performed from peripheric blood. Through these findings, cutaneous lesions and arthralgia were thought to be related to Borrelia infection that developed after the tick bite that took place months ago and was not realized. The patient was treated with doxycycline (100 mg/day, 30 days) and prednisolone (16 mg/day, 30 days, reducing the dose). As a supplementary treatment, vitamin D was administered by way of IM as a support. Arthralgia and joint involvement started to recover the second day. Lesions partly regress in three days after the treatment started. LD cases must be considered in the differential diagnosis of infectious diseases that start with unexplained arthralgia at the beginning and suspicious lesions on the skin, and the case is probed by scanning literature over these concepts.
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1. Introduction
Lyme disease (LD) factor, caused by Borrelia burgdorferi type of spirochete, was first isolated from Ixodes...
doxycycline and amoxicilline in the treatment of LD that can be completely through antibiotics. EM emerges after a latent period following the bite, lasts long and does not recover spontaneously. The most important criterium is the course of the lesion among EM and nonspecific arthropod bites. Reactions of the antibody hosting with early-phase LH. After EM starts, IgM and IgG antibodies appear in 2 - 4 and 4 - 6 weeks, respectively [16]. Antibody levels remain elevated for months to years. The determination of bacteria with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in synovial liquid is 75% - 85% susceptible [17]. Although the golden standard in diagnosis is culturing the bacteria is *Ixodes* type of ticks. *Borrelia* types that cause LD have been classified as *B. burgdorferi sensu lato*, *Borrelia garinii* and *Borrelia afzelii* since 1992 [2]-[4]. *B. burgdorferisensu lato/strico* genomic types involving mostly the joints and nervous system are reported to be LD factor in North America [5]. In Europe and Asia, *B. garinii* and *B. afzelii* genomic types are seen to be LD factor. While *B. garinii* emerges with meningopolyneurit findings, *B. afzelii* most often causes chronic profiles such as arthritis and skin lesions (acrodermatitis chronic atrophicans) [6]. In LD, rarely encountered in our country, skin involvement is often seen after a 3 - 32 day incubation period [7].

Whereas over 12,000 cases were seen in the USA in 1995, the number of cases made an accurate diagnosis was 25,000 in 2014 [8]. The most common cases are male children at the age of 5 - 9 in this continent. This age group is followed by the cases at the age of 45 - 50. LD is mostly seen in summers and less frequently in autumns. According to the data of CDC, it is erythema migrans (EM) that is seen in 70% of 154,405 cases and that is the most common symptom among all symptoms. Arthritis was found in 31% of the cases. Bell’s palsy was found in 9%, and meningitis and cardiac findings were found in 1% of the cases. Most of the patients are the children and young adults with the history of being in woody areas in their anamneses [8].

This disease can be defined in three phases according to its clinical findings [9]. In the first phase skin lesions are seen that develop in 3 - 30 days and that are known as EM. EM is found in 70% - 80% of the cases [10]-[12]. In the second phase, there can be fever, adenopathy, cold, neurologic and cardiac findings, ambulant arthralgia and oligoarticular arthritis. In the third phase, severe headaches and arthralgia, additional EM rashes, findings such as chronic arthritis involving the knee joint in which pain and swelling is marked, facial/Bell palsy, rarely myocarditis or subacute encephalopathy can be detected as late term findings. EM generally starts as a red macule or papule in the proximal parts of extremities or on the body. It generally expands enlarging from the center to the sides and its diameter can reach up to 50 cm [12]. Skin lesions generally disappear in 3 - 4 weeks [10]. Temperature increase, paresthesia, itching, pain happen in the lesion location. There can be symptoms such as fatigue, weakness, trembling, fever, headache, myalgia, and arthralgia. Seven days on the average pass for the lesion to occur after the ticks bite. Yet, EM is not found in 20% - 30% of the cases. The second skin lesion is “Acrodermatitis chronic atrophica” and is characterized with blue-red color change [10]. Encephalopathy can very rarely develop years after. Pericardial effusion, cardiomyopathy and atrioventricular block can emerge as cardiovascular system findings [12]. Musculoskeletal system findings generally start 5 - 6 weeks later. It causes mono or oligoarticular involvement with sudden onset and ambulant characteristic. Knee joint is the most frequently involved joint [13]. Intermittent swelling and pain can be found in the joint. Conjunctivitis, keratitis, uveitis, retinitis, and optic neuritis can be followed [14]. Findings can be seen such as the height of alanin transaminase (ALT), aspartat transaminase (AST) and bilirubin levels depending on liver involvement. Its diagnosis is hard. If an unnoticed tick bite is in question, the diagnosis can generally be disregarded easily provided that a serious physical examination is not performed. Determination of antibodies is important with serologic tests (enzyme immunoassay and western immunoblot) in suspicious cases. ELISA susceptibility alone is 89% and specificity is 72% [15]. Also, wrong negative serologic results are encountered in the acute phase. The response of the antibody hosting *B. burgdorferi* slowly develops and serology is positive only half of the patients with early-phase LH. After EM starts, IgM and IgG antibodies appear in 2 - 4 and 4 - 6 weeks, respectively [16]. Serological tests are useful for confirming exposure to *B. burgdorferi* in all subsequent stages of Lyme disease. Antibody levels remain elevated for months to years. The determination of bacteria with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in synovial liquid is 75% - 85% susceptible [17]. Although the golden standard in diagnosis is culture, special Barbour-Stoenna-Kelly medium is needed and is hard to use because *B. burgdorferi* reproduces slowly [18]. In the biopsies made from the cases with EM, spirochetes can be seen in papillary dermis with Warthin Starry silver paint [19]. Perivascular mononuclear infiltrate is followed histopathologically at surface and deep dermis layer.

In differential diagnosis, myopericardite, tularaemia, insect bites, Bell paralysis, acute rheumatic fever, Rocky Mountains Spotted Fever, streptococcal cellulites, eczema, meningitis, rheumatoid arthritis must be considered [9]. The most important criterium is the course of the lesion among EM and nonspecific arthropod bites. Reaction develops just after the bite caused by an uncertain arthropod and recovers in a few days without treatment through antibiotics. EM emerges after a latent period following the bite, lasts long and does not recover spontaneously [10]. The first option is doxycyline and amoxicilline in the treatment of LD that can be completely...
cured when diagnosed at an early phase [20].

It takes 36 - 48 hours for Borrelia species to increase in numbers in the ticks bowel tissue and to move to salivary glands [21]. Therefore, a single shot 200 mg doxycycline is highly protective in two days after ticks bite.

There is no evidence that LD is transmitted from person to person. Yet, Lyme patients taking antibiotics cannot be donors, because bacteria are shown to be alive in the blood frozen for donation [8]. Also domestic animals suchlike dogs and cats can bring the bacteria to home through the ticks that they carry [22] [23].

2. Case Report

Female patient at the age of 41, health professional, applied to emergency service with the complaints of sudden, severe pain and movement restriction in knee and cervical joints and skin lesions existing for three months. During the physical examination, lesions belonging to two months ago on the legs and arms of the patients and estimated to be caused by fly bite, according to the patient, attracted attention. Routine examinations were required from the patient. Her vital findings were noted to be 38°C body temperature, 120/80 mmHg blood pressure, 90/min. pulse, 22/min. respiration number. There was not any feature in her background and family history; there was no history of taking medication. Her cardiovascular system examination was normal. The patient’s general condition was good. She was conscious and cooperative in her neurological examination. She did not have meningeal irritation findings and pathological reflexes. In her skin examination there were a large number of red-brown maculopapular erythemas. The patient was first started replacement with isotonic liquid treatment and paracetamol PO was given. Leucocyte was found to be 6.999/mm³ (83.7% neutrophile), platelet to be 154,000/mm³ in blood cell count, and in biochemical profile liver enzymes were found to be ASO 114 IU/ml, RF 13 IU/ml (AST 32 U/L, ALT 51U/L, ALP 61 U/L, LDH 103 mg/dl), and kidney functions test were found to be CRP 136.4 mg/L (urea 22 mg/dl, creatinine 0.6 mg/dl). Sedimentation was found to be 23 mm/h; Grubel Widal (Plasmatec, Turkey), Rose Bengal (Seromed, Turkey) and ANA (Euroimmun, US) test result were found to be negative; HBsAg, anti-HBc IgM, anti-HCV were found to be negative and anti-HBs (Roche Analytics E170 Immunology Analyzer, Germany) were found to be positive. Although tick bite history was not mentioned in the anamnesis of the patient, serologic tests were required by considering that the patients clinic could be in compliance with Lyme disease. With the help of ELISA method (Novatec, Germany) B. burgdorferi IgM was found to be 23.9 AU/ml positive, IgG to be negative. The patient whose Lyme disease diagnosis was supported serologically was started doxycycline 2 × 100 mg/day PO (3 weeks) and prenisolon 16 mg/day (reducing the dose, 4 weeks). On the second day of the treatment arthralgia got remarkable decreased. During the follow ups, color on the lesions on the skin got pale, and remarkable decrease was observed, any systemic findings were not encountered. Her joint complaints got completely better in the control three months later.

Enlightened written approval was taken from the patient about the fact that information and photographs (Figure 1) about her illness can be used in this paper.

![Figure 1. Erythematous lesions over left and right lower leg after treatment.](image-url)
3. Discussion
LD causes involvement in many systems such as skin, joints, heart and central nervous system. Symptoms of infection are erythema migrans, arthritis, facial palsy, radiculoneuropathy, artythmia and meningitis [24]. It is a zoonose that can cause chronic inflammatory response with its complications that appear in the late-term. There is high success in the cases treated with antibiotics but cases with severe prognosis were rarely reported [25]. The first Lyme cases and isolation of the factor from the vectoring tick types started to be reported after 1990 [26].

In an epidemiological research studying on the cases in 2005-2010 in the USA, it was reported that it was more frequently observed especially in the northern and eastern states of American continent and in summer months, type of the tick was I. scapularis, average age was 37, and 51.9% of the cases were females, and the total number of cases was 45,430 [8]. In Turkey in rural areas the seroprevalence of B. burgdorferi was reported to be 36% but the number of cases diagnosed with Lyme disease is quite low [27] [28]. When B. burgdorferi was examined in the patients diagnosed with morphea and lichen sclerosus in dermatology clinics, it was found to be positive by 30% and 50%, respectively [29] [30]. The vector tick type was reported to be I.ricinus in Marmara and Blacksea regions in Turkey [31]. In this study, B. burgdorferi sensu strict, B. garinii, B. afzelii, B. valasiana, B. lusitaniae were reported to be carried with this type of ticks. Spirochete genomes in Turkey were sequenced and were found to show high similarity (97% - 100%) to its European origins [32].

Anti-Borrelia antibodies are thought to be common in the risk group especially in Mediterranean and Marmara regions. There are studies from different regions about seropositivity rates (6% - 44%) [33]. Mutlu et al. [34] found seropositivity by 19% - 44% in risky group and 2% - 6% in low risk group; Gökfidan [35] found seropositivity by 26% in Adana district; Aydin et al. [36] found seropositivity by 6.6% in both risk group and low risk group equally in Blacksea Region; Tünger and Bük [37] found seropositivity by 7.8% in mountainous villages of İzmir district; Erensoy [38] found seropositivity by 6% in the risk group of Elazığ district; Göral et al. [39] found seropositivity by 35.8% in the risk group and by 1.4% in the non-risk group of around Bilecik.

The first target in prevention of LD is preventing tick bites. Some of the precautions to be taken are wearing light colored clothing, keeping long pants tucked into socks and using repellent such as diethyl-3-methylbenzamide and picaridin [40] [41]. Current studies suggest that repellents may be natural, made from eucalyptus, tomato and coconut, or synthetic, among which the most widely used is DEET (N,N-Diethyl-m-toluamide). Synthetic repellents are less toxic, also exhibit greater efficacy against ticks such as IR3535 [42].

On the dogs living in the regions where LD is endemic, no findings are observed but high positivity is detected in the antibodies test [43]. There are Lyme vaccinations available for animals. It is possible to protect dogs from Borrelia types that can be transmitted from ticks through vaccination at an early term [44].

4. Conclusion
It is necessary for physicians to perform physical examination carefully, at full detail and with a systemic approach in emergency services with wide patient spectrum and in primary care health institutions. Tick-originated diseases can be encountered especially in those living in rural areas and those visiting such kind of places. LD, one of the frequent diseases among these, can cause severe sequelae by affecting many organs if not treated. Therefore, early diagnosis and treatment is very important. This is vitally important for cases having applied especially with fever and erythema, having joint findings and general condition disorders and impaired consciousness.
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